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Lesson 2 Topics: 

 

1. Nested IF functions 

A nested IF function is an IF function within another IF function. Nested if 
statements come in handy when we have to work with more than two conditions. Let's 
say we want to develop a simple program that checks the day of the week. If the day 

is Saturday we want to display "party well", if it's Sunday we want to display "time to 
rest", and if it's any day from Monday to Friday we want to display, remember to 

complete your to do list.  

A nested if function can help us to implement the above example. The following 
flowchart shows how the nested IF function will be implemented.  

 

The formula for the above flowchart is as follows  

=IF(B1="Sunday","time to rest",IF(B1="Saturday","party well","to do list"))  

HERE,  

 "=IF(….)" is the main if function 
 "=IF(…,IF(….))" the second IF function is the nested one. It provides further 

evaluation if the main IF function returned false. 

 

https://www.guru99.com/images/5-2015/050215_0844_Logicalfunc3.png
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2. OR function 

 
Used when evaluating multiple conditions. Returns true if any or all of the conditions 
are true. Returns false if all of the conditions are false 

 
=OR(D8="admin",E8="cashier")  

N.B. the above function returns true if either or both D8 and E8 admin or cashier 
 
=IF(OR(Something is True, Something else is True), Value if True, Value if False) 

 
3. AND function 

 
Checks multiple conditions and returns True if all the conditions evaluate to True. 

 
=AND(1 > 0,ISNUMBER(1))  
The above function returns TRUE because both Conditions are True.  

 
=IF(AND(Something is True, Something else is True), Value if True, Value if False) 

 

 

 
 

Reference material, tutorials and books:  CLICK HERE 

The Microsoft SBS materials are PDF books with exercises. 

The Microsoft GCF tutorials include video demonstrations. 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1E3PZGT8XhqohXNm_xjBj1iu8V0zAV0tb?usp=sharing

